Group Responsibilities

Script writers

- Outline the musical based on the text
- Determine which characters will be in the musical
- Determine which scenes and events in the text are most important to portray
- Determine which scenes, themes or events should be turned into songs
- Write a script for one or more scenes

Song writers

- Work with the script writers to determine which scenes, themes or events should be turned into songs
- Write the lyrics for the songs
  - You may either write new lyrics for an existing tune or write your own music

Set designers

- Work with the script writers to determine what scenery and props are needed
- Sketch and create necessary scenery and props

Costume designers

- Create costumes for the characters appearing in the musical

Each group will need to produce the following:

- Script writers – outline, list of characters, script
- Song writers – lyrics for songs
- Set designers – sketches of scenery and props
- Costume designers – sketches of costumes